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(Image Credit: The Walking Dead) Zombie horror shows The Walking Dead will finally end after its upcoming 11th season, it has been confirmed. Besides, as is appropriate for a show about the endless shuffling of the undead who wants to devour all the flesh of our bodies, the series somehow gets
another spinoff. This time it will be about longtime lead characters Daryl Dixon (Norman Reedus) and Carol Peletier (Melissa McBride). That spinoff comes in 2023, and will be created by The Walking Dead showrunner Angela Kang and universe overseer Scott Gimple. As for the main show itself, it won't
end until 2022, and like other series broadcast on the AMC network in the U.S. such as Mad Men and Breaking Bad, this final season will be broken in two halves. Season 11 will be 24 episodes long in total. The Season 10 final was delayed by Covid-19 – which will now air very soon, on 4 October 2020.
Another six episodes have been added to season 10 and will air in early 2021 before the final season begins. Yet nothing ever ends ThatThere is no danger this universe goes away. The Walking Dead already has one spinoff, Fear The Walking Dead, which airs its sixth season on October 11. Another
was also launched, focused on younger characters. That one is called The Walking Dead: World Beyond, and will begin on October 4, along with the main show's Season 10 finale. It will air for two seasons before it ends. Outside of the U.S., Fear the Walking Dead and the Walking Dead: World Beyond
release on Amazon Prime Video.Somehow, that's not all yet. Deadline reports that an anthology show is in the works called Tales Of The Walking Dead. A series of movies with Andrew Lincoln's original main character Rick Grimes is also still planned, and more spinoffs could be on the way. To us, it
sounds like overkill, but hey, they wouldn't make them if they didn't think people would actually watch all these things. So, The Walking Dead is technically ending — but not really, when you consider that at least five spin-offs exist in some form or another. Best TV shows of 2020 so far Keep up with the
latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! The Walking Dead's highly anticipated sixth-season premiere is fast approaching and viewers are finally getting more details on what to expect. From new backgrounds to a lot more zombies to the possible introduction of great, it seems TWD fans are
in for quite the ride this time around. Here's a look at everything we know (and don't know) so far about Season 6. 1. Expect multiple threats The first half of the season will largely revolve around the conflict insigned by those unhappy with the fact that Rick and his friends have moved into Alexandria and
such violence together brought them. There was a major upheancy in Alexandria at the end of [Season 5]. What position of put it Rick in, how he handles new responsibilities and what he's doing with them is a big part of what we're investigating, The Walking Dead creator Robert Kirkman described
earlier this summer. At some point, Rick, his group, and the Alexandrians will also likely face off with the Wolves, the evil that was officially introduced in last season's finale. But fans shouldn't expect them to be the main source of danger. There are several threats, even in the first half of the season. And
kind of different versions of threats we've seen before, showrunner Scott Gimple explained to EW, who also promised that the first three episodes of the season are very intense. 2. The new characters There will be plenty of new faces in the upcoming season. Here's what we know about them. Tommaso
Boddi/Getty Images Ethan Embry joined the cast as Carter, an Alexandrian who is unhappy with the violence insignified by Rick and company. As Gimple told EW.com, Ethan plays a combination of some characters we actually haven't hit yet or couldn't hit into other characters. He's an Alexandrian, and
was there the whole time, just very busy. Kevin Winter/Getty Images Straight Outta Compton star Corey Hawkins will join the series as fan favorite comic book character Heath, a supply runner with courage to spare what's with Glenn. Brad Barket/Getty Images Nurse Jackie's Merritt Wever will play
Denise, another significant character from the comic book series. She is an Alexandria doctor who is also Heath's girlfriend. In the comics, she performs an operation that ultimately saves the life of one great character, although it's not clear whether the show will include that storyline. 3. Morgan is back
Source: AMC Also adding to the conflict? Morgan Jones, played by Lennie James, returned at the end of Season 5, just in time to find Rick over a dead body. With Morgan now certainly more Zen and Rick pretty much the opposite of it, the two won't exactly see eye-to-eye. I can tell where Rick is and
where Morgan is, they'll find common grounds, James told Yahoo!. But they will also be in conflict. It's about as much as I can say. 4. There will be more zombies than ever Source: AMC As revealed at Comic-Con earlier this year, the Season 6 premiere will have more than 650 hikers who violate
Alexandria's gates, following the events of the Season 5 finale. I think we've already exceeded the total number of walkers [for] all of last year just in the first three episodes of season six, Greg Nicotero, who directed the Season 6 premiere and will also direct the midseason premiere and the season finale,
told AMC.com. Fans should expect them to be more graphic than ever. As Nicotero said, We have took the hikers to a very different level in this season. There are hikers who slaughtered, which was partially devoured by wild animals. ... It still allows us the opportunity for more fantastic creations. 5.
Timing will play a key factor Source: AMC As James, who plays Morgan on the show, recently told Yahoo!, the first episode of Season 6 begins almost exactly on the last lap of the Season 5 finale. After that, things get a little more complicated. Then we're kind of... we play slightly with time and the



storytelling, which is fantastic, James said. In the end, the audience will know what happened and what happens when we re-join the season. It's so massive, but we get there in a slightly nonlinear way. Flashbacks will also play a major role and will reportedly break most of one episode around
midseason. 6. Season 6 will fill out some of the backfield for the comic books Source: AMC While the show is based on Robert Kirkman's comics, part of this season will actually precede the original series. It's earlier in Alexandria, but not the beginning of Alexandria, Gimple told EW. It is more character-
based than the background of the place. There are a few stories filled in regards to the comic we haven't even gotten about yet — kind of the preceding a few comic stories coming up, which I'm very excited about. 7. Negan may finally show up Source: AMC Negan is one of the most notorious Walking
Dead and his arrival has long been widely expected. With the show now further along in the timeline, some hope he'll finally make an appearance in Season 6. Gimble, whether she shares, has confirmed or denied anything. It's absolutely a possibility, he told EW. We have a plan in place, but there are
some variables for that plan that we decide on. It really depends on some factors as we move into setting up the last bit of the season, storywise. The Walking Dead's sixth-season premiere Oct. 11 at 9 p..m. on AMC. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Just like the herds of zombies, known as hikers
in the show, who literally consumed humanity at large in AMC's apocalyptic drama, The Walking Dead doesn't seem to be dying any time soon. After 10 years of fighting zombies, struggling to survive against rival groups, and mourning the loss of humanity as a whole, the story of our favorite band of
survivors is nowhere near its last chapter. The show's tenth season will soon premiere on AMC and the series was recently renewed for an eleventh season. Buckle up, Walking Dead fans because Season 10 looks like it's going to be a wild ride. Lauren Cohan as Maggie | AMC Here's everything you
need to know before watching The Walking Dead Season 10. What happened in Season 9? In The Walking Dead Season 9, things heat up quickly for our group of apocalypse started after Negan was defeated and jailed by Rick's group. Meanwhile, The Saviors struggle to read without someone in charge
and try to revolt against Rick's group. Maggie assumed leadership of Hilltop, but the sanctuary's former leader Gregory is trying to have Maggie assassinated. As punishment, Maggie executes Gregory. In Season 9, we are introduced to The Whisperers, a group of people who disguise themselves by
wearing the skin of walkers. The group is led by a woman named Alpha. In the season finale, Alpha and her followers committed a massive massacre of all remaining in Alexandria, including Enid, Tara, and Carol's adopted son, Henry. Much of the season's conflict revolves around the group's decision on
what to do with Negan. Rick, who wants to honor his son's final wishes for peace, wants to keep Negan in jail, while Maggie and Daryl want to kill Negan. Maggie attempts to execute Negan herself, but her plan is thwarted by Rick, who is seriously harmed in his attempt to stop her. To save the group from
an approaching shed of hikers, Rick blows up a bridge with dynamite, leading the group to assume he died. However, Rick was actually saved by Jadis, who reveals her real name is Anne. Rick is taken away in a helicopter to an undisclosed location. Six-year pass and Michonne is now raising a child
named R.J. Grimes, named after his father. Who Will Return for 'The Walking Dead' Season 10? Many of The Walking Dead's original cast members were either killed or simply moved on to other projects. Andrew Lincoln, who plays Rick Grimes, recently left the show but will return in the series' spin-off
film trilogy. Danai Gurira will return to reprise her role as Michonne, but it will be her last season. The Walking Dead producers hinted that this might not be the last time we see Michonne, as she might be making an appearance in the upcoming film trilogy. I just want to say that it was one of the purest
joys of my life to play this role, and to be among these people, and those who aren't here right now, and among you all, she said at Comic-Con, I'm very, very grateful for the experience I've had in ways I can't express right now. I will say my heart does not go away in any way, shape or form. Norman
Reedus, who plays Daryl Dixon, and Melissa McBride, who plays Carol Peletier, will make a comeback and are the only remaining cast members to be part of the show since his first season. Jeffrey Dean Morgan, Christian Serratos, Josh McDermitt and Seth Gilliam will also return to their roles. What is
the plot of 'The Walking Dead' Season 10? Besides a brief synopsis released by AMC, not many details about the plot of Season 10 have been released, but one thing is certain: is on the horizon. When the Season Season Down, it will be spring and the characters are still dealing with the horrific act of
violence committed by The Whisperers, a threat that contrasts with anything the band has faced before. AMC's The Walking Dead will premiere on Oct. 6, 2019. 2019.
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